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Basic D Models - Chalwyn – Automatic Engine Overspeed 
Air Intake Shutdown Valve - Suitable for Zone 1 or 2 
installations 

‘’Mini” D range.  Fits engines up to 27kw (36hp) and intake pipe 
diameters from 25mm (1inch) to 58mm (2 1/4 inches).

The D Series is a spring loaded poppet valve designed to 
automatically stop an engine by closing down the air intake should 
excessive over-speeding occur.

The closing force on the valve is provided by the intake air flow 
passing through. As the air flow increases, the closing force builds 
up. This is resisted by the valve springs. The pre-load, which is 
adjustable at a given air flow, has a resulting force that overcomes 
the spring resistance and causes the valve to close. Once closed, the 
valve will not reset to the open setting until the engine stops.

TMZ Models - Automatic Engine Air Intake Shutdown 
Valves with Oil Pressure Control Suitable for Zone 1 or 2 
installations

Mechanical valve combines automatic shutdown to close and 
prevent loss of oil or air pressure plus manual shutdown to be 
carried out by a remote lever.

Chalwyn – Diesel Engine Exhaust Spark Arrestors
EN1834 Certified for safe use in potentially explosive 
atmospheres 

An exhaust spark arrestor is a key safety requirement for both 
hazardous areas and lower risk diesel engine applications used in 
refineries or gas plants where a stray spark may cause the ignition of 
combustible hydrocarbons in the air. 

Constructed from stainless steel (14404/316) for corrosion resistance 
and longevity.

Wide range available: up to 825kw (1100hp)

Chalwyn – Start Override / Emergency Stop Lever

The remote lever allows engine start before oil pressure is sufficient 
to hold valve open.
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